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Full-Duplex and Backhaul-Constrained
UAV-Enabled Networks using NOMA

Marie-Josepha Youssef, Student Member, IEEE, Joumana Farah, Member, IEEE, Charbel Abdel Nour, Senior
Member, IEEE, and Catherine Douillard, Senior Member, IEEE.

Abstract—In this paper, a full-duplex unmanned aerial vehicle-
(UAV) base station is used to provide wireless communication to
an area lacking a conventional terrestrial infrastructure, and its
efficient deployment is investigated. More concretely, the UAV
positioning and resource allocation problems are solved with
the aim of minimizing the transmit power of the UAV, while
serving users with their rate requirements and accounting for
the backhaul limitation of the UAV. To this end, a complete
solution for the optimal 3D position of the UAV, the bandwidth
assignment and the transmit power distribution in the access
and backhaul links is proposed that accounts for both the
backhaul interference and the self-interference. When the UAV
power budget is insufficient to fulfill rate requirements, non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) pairing is conducted to
enhance system performance. Simulation results show that, when
using the proposed approach, both the achieved sum rate and
the percentage of satisfied users are significantly increased, when
compared to a strategy that uses separate frequency bands in the
access and backhaul links, as well as to a previously proposed
method.

Index Terms—UAV-BS, wireless backhaul, in-band full-duplex,
QoS requirements, NOMA.

I. INTRODUCTION

When used as flying base stations (BS), unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) can help increase the throughput and the
coverage of traditional communication systems thanks to their
mobility, flexibility and low cost [1]. Moreover, they can
help alleviate traffic congestion in hotspot areas and establish
communication links in remote and disaster areas, where
the communication infrastructure is either non-existent or
damaged [2]. Therefore, their use in wireless communication
systems has received a lot of attention in recent literature [3].

In [4], the authors investigated the optimal location of the
UAV to minimize its transmit power. The optimal UAV altitude
that maximizes its coverage region was evaluated in [5]. In
[6], the authors built on the results of [5] and found the 3D
location of the UAV that maximizes the coverage for users
having different quality-of service (QoS) requirements.

Contrary to most terrestrial BSs, UAVs are connected to the
core network through a wireless backhaul link [2], which was
not accounted for in the works of [4]–[6]. That said, to reap
the benefits promised by the use of UAV-BSs, this backhaul
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link needs to be dynamically managed according to the traffic
state of the network [3]. In fact, if not configured properly,
the backhaul link introduces interference, thus limiting the
throughput provided by the UAV in the access link. Moreover,
in-band full-duplex (IBFD) communications were recently
investigated to increase the spectral efficiency and reduce
the latency of systems relying on a wireless backhaul [7].
When adopting an in-band wireless backhaul link, the same
frequency band is used in the access and the backhaul links,
thus optimizing the system spectral efficiency. Additionally,
the deployment of in-band wireless backhauling is of great
interest to cellular operators, since networks can be upgraded
in a short time and a cost-effective way [8]. Moreover, IBFD
allows the simultaneous transmission and reception of back-
haul and access information in the same frequency band, at the
expense of a self-interference (SI), induced by the transmitter
on its own receiver. Nonetheless, SI cancellation schemes have
progressed significantly [9], allowing an efficient application
of IBFD for wireless backhauling.

The backhaul connectivity of UAV-enabled networks was
discussed in a few recent work. The 3D placement problem
of the UAV was investigated in [2] for the sake of maximizing
the number of served users while considering a backhaul link
with constant transmission rate. The authors in [10] introduced
a heuristic algorithm that finds the number of needed UAVs
as well as their 3D positions and accounts for the backhaul
constraint. However, the authors did not elaborate on the way
bandwidth assignment in the backhaul link is conducted. In
[11], the authors proposed an algorithm to find the 3D position
of the UAVs as well as the user and bandwidth allocation to
maximize the logarithmic rates of users. Nevertheless, [11]
assumed that access and backhaul transmissions take place on
different and sufficiently spaced frequency bands to avoid SI.

In addition to UAV enabled networks, non-orthogonal multi-
ple access (NOMA) has been recently proposed as a promising
solution to enhance the performance of future communication
networks [12]–[14]. In Power-Domain NOMA, multiple users
are scheduled on the same time-frequency resource by mul-
tiplexing their signals in the power domain. At the receiver
side, successive interference cancellation (SIC) is performed
to retrieve the superimposed signals. By allowing multiple
users to access the same resource, NOMA enhances spectral
efficiency and user fairness.

Resource allocation for NOMA systems has been exten-
sively studied with different performance measures. For ex-
ample, the weighted sum rate of a full-duplex (FD) NOMA
system was maximized in [15]; however the proposed method
has exponential complexity. Maximizing system fairness was
the target of [16], while minimizing the transmit power subject
to rate requirements was targeted in [17] and [18]. [19] and
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[20] studied a distributed-antenna system (DAS) where the
objective was to enhance the performance of a NOMA system
characterized by a heterogeneous traffic. In the context of
DAS also, [21] proposed several techniques to reduce the total
transmit power in each cell.

The use of NOMA in UAV-enabled networks was given
some attention in a few recent papers. In [22], the macro base
station (MBS) performed backhaul transmission to dispatched
UAVs using NOMA, with the UAVs cooperating to increase
the data rates and reliability of served users. However, the
study considered a half-duplex system, as the backhaul and
access transmissions occurred in different timeslots. More-
over, NOMA was only considered for the transmission in
the backhaul link. In [23], system performance of a NOMA
UAV-enabled system was evaluated using stochastic geometry,
and a reinforcement learning approach for the placement
and movement of the UAV was proposed. The authors in
[24] considered a NOMA-UAV system and maximized the
minimum rate achieved with respect to the UAV altitude,
beamwidth, power and bandwidth allocation. In [25], the sum
rate of the users served by the UAV and the base station
(BS) was maximized through the optimization of the user
scheduling, the UAV trajectory and the precoding at the BS
level. However, neither [23], [24] nor [25] considered the
backhaul limitation of the UAV.

In this paper, we consider a scenario where the traditional
wireless infrastructure is missing, e.g., in remote areas or due
to a disaster or BS failure. An FD-UAV is dispatched to serve
users having QoS requirements in that area, and an in-band
wireless backhaul link is established between the UAV and an
MBS to provide the needed backhaul capacity. To minimize
the UAV transmit power, an optimization problem that finds
the assignment of subbands in the backhaul link, the 3D
position of the UAV as well as the power levels in the access
and backhaul links is solved. Moreover, when the UAV power
budget is not sufficient to guarantee user rate requirements, a
NOMA pairing step is conducted to maximize the achievable
rates. This is in constrast with our previous work in [26]
where we assumed that the UAV power budget is sufficient
to guarantee rate requirements.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• We formulate and solve a feasibility test that checks if

the user rate requirements can be simultaneously met with
the UAV power budget.

• An optimization problem that minimizes the UAV trans-
mit power is formulated. This problem takes into account
the rate requirement per user, the backhaul constraint, and
the transmit power budget constraints for the UAV and
the MBS.

• A novel framework is introduced to find the best band-
width assignment in the backhaul link, as well as the
region in space in which the UAV can be deployed.
Moreover, the number and the assignment of subbands
in the backhaul link are optimized.

• After backhaul subband assignment, we determine the
UAV position within the identified region and the power
variables that lead to the minimum needed UAV power.

• When the UAV power budget cannot satisfy all users
simultaneously, a NOMA pairing algorithm is proposed
in order to maximize the achieved sum rate and number
of satisfied users.

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
that proposes a complete solution for the joint problem
of subband and power allocation in the access and the
backhaul links, the UAV placement, as well as the NOMA
pairing dedicated to enhance system performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections
II and III, the system model and the problem formulation are
respectively described. Section IV introduces the foundations
of our method while Section V details the proposed solution.
In Section VI, the case where the UAV power budget is
insufficient to guarantee the rate requirements is discussed.
Finally, simulation results are presented in Section VII, before
drawing the conclusions in Section VIII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
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Fig. 1: System Model

The downlink UAV-enabled communication network con-
sists of one IBFD-enabled UAV and K randomly deployed
users, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the elements of Fig. 1 will
be detailed as the paper progresses. The UAV is connected
to the core network through an MBS M , located at the
origin, via wireless in-band backhauling on the sub-6 GHz
spectrum. The set of users is denoted by K, with Rreq

k and
(xk, yk) indicating the rate requirement and the location of
user k ∈ K, respectively. Let the UAV position be denoted
by zUAV = (xUAV , yUAV , H), where (xUAV , yUAV ) refers
to the horizontal position of the UAV, while H refers to
its altitude. Clearly, the UAV should be positioned to serve
as many users as possible, while being able to receive the
necessary rate from the backhaul link.

Due to the IBFD wireless backhaul assumption, a user
associated with the UAV suffers from the interference of the
backhaul link occurring in the same frequency band. Moreover,
the UAV suffers from SI.

A. Path Loss Model

The widely adopted air-to-ground (A2G) communication
model [27] is considered between the UAV and the users, with
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two line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) path-
loss models. The probability of having a LOS communication
link between the UAV and user k is given by:

PLOS =
1

1 + α exp
(
−β
(
180θk
π − α

)) , (1)

where θk = arctan
(
H
rk

)
is the elevation angle, rk =√

(xk − xUAV )2 + (yk − yUAV )2 is the horizontal distance
between user k and the UAV, whereas α and β are constants
determined by the environment (rural, urban, etc).

The average path-loss is taken as [6]:

L(H, rk) = ηLPLOS + ηNLPNLOS + 20 log

(
4πfcdUAV,k

c

)
=

A

1 + α exp
(
−β
(
180θk
π − α

)) + 20 log(
rk

cos(θk)
)

+B,
(2)

where PNLOS = 1 − PLOS , 20 log
(

4πfcdUAV,k

c

)
is the free

space path loss, fc and c being the carrier bandwidth and
the speed of light respectively. Variables ηL and ηNL are
the mean additional losses for LOS and NLOS links, respec-
tively, whereas dUAV,k =

√
(r2k +H2) is the 3D distance

between the UAV and user k. In (2), A = ηL − ηNL and
B = 20 log

(
4πfc
c

)
+ ηNL.

B. Communication Model
We consider the sub-6 GHz spectrum where the system

bandwidth BW is equally partitioned into a set S of S
subbands, leading to a subband bandwidth of Bc = BW/S.
In this study, it is assumed that K = S and that each user k is
assigned a unique subband s in the access link. Let Gk,s be the
channel gain between the MBS and each user k over subband
s, consisting of both small-scale and large-scale fading. The
rate achieved by user k over s is given by [10]:

Rk,s = Bc log2(1 +
PUAV,k,sG

2
UAV,k

N0Bc + bsPMBS,sG2
k,s

), (3)

where PUAV,k,s is the transmit power allocated by the UAV
to user k on subband s, while PMBS,s is the transmit power
of the MBS on s. The noise power spectral density is N0

and G2
UAV,k = 10−L(H,rk)/10 is the channel gain between the

UAV and user k. The binary decision variable bs ∈ {0, 1} is
equal to 1 if subband s is used in the backhaul link, and 0
otherwise. When bs = 1, PMBS,sG

2
k,s denotes the backhaul

interference (BI) suffered by user k.
The channel between the UAV and the MBS also follows

the A2G path-loss model. When bs = 1, the rate achieved by
the UAV over s is given by:

RUAV ,s = Bc log2(1 +
PMBS,sG

2
UAV,MBS

N0Bc + CSI
∑
k∈K

PUAV,k,s
), (4)

where G2
UAV,MBS is the channel gain between the UAV and

the MBS. The residual SI experienced at the UAV on subband
s is denoted by CSI

∑
k PUAV,k,s, with 1/CSI being the SI

cancellation factor.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

UAV communications being energy-limited, the main pur-
pose of this study is to minimize the transmit power of the
UAV while meeting the rate requirements of all users:

min
PUAV ,PMBS ,

zUAV ,a,b

∑
k∈K

∑
s∈S

ak,sPUAV,k,s (5)

such that
∑
s∈S

ak,sRk,s ≥ Rreq
k , ∀k ∈ K, (5a)∑

k∈K

∑
s∈S

ak,sRk,s ≤
∑
s∈S

bsRUAV,s, (5b)∑
k∈K

∑
s∈S

PUAV,k,s ≤ Pmax
UAV , (5c)∑

s∈S
bsPMBS,s ≤ Pmax

MBS , (5d)

Hmin ≤ H ≤ Hmax, (5e)
ak,s, bs ∈ {0, 1}. (5f)

In (5), ak,s is a binary variable that is equal to 1 if user k is
scheduled on subband s in the access link and 0 otherwise. (5a)
is the rate constraint for each user, while (5b) is the backhaul
data rate constraint which ensures that the total rate delivered
by the UAV to users does not exceed its backhaul capacity.
In (5c) and (5d), Pmax

UAV and Pmax
MBS are the transmit power

budgets of the UAV and the MBS respectively. (5e) is the
altitude constraint for the UAV.

Problem (5) consists of three subproblems: the UAV place-
ment problem, as well as the problems of bandwidth and power
allocation in the access and backhaul links. One can see that,
at the optimum, constraint (5a) is satisfied with equality for all
users. Hence, the left hand side of (5b) can be substituted with∑
k R

req
k . Nonetheless, the resulting formulated optimization

problem is mixed-integer and multivariate. To solve it, we pro-
pose a multi-step algorithm that targets the three subproblems.

Once the subband assignment in the access link, a, is
known, solving (5) resorts to finding the backhaul subband
assignment b, the UAV position zUAV and the power vari-
ables PUAV and PMBS minimizing the UAV transmit power.
Therefore, the proposed solution proceeds as follows:

1) Perform the subband assignment in the access link.
2) Solve a feasibility test to check whether Pmax

UAV can
accommodate the rate requirements without considering
the BI.

3) Decide on the assignment of backhaul subbands. To do
so:

a) Determine the minimum number of required backhaul
subbands. This initial value does not take into account
the impact of the resulting BI at the user side.

b) Retain the backhaul subband assignment minimizing
the needed UAV power and accounting for the resulting
BI at the user side.

4) Find zUAV ,PUAV , and PMBS .
5) If needed, perform a NOMA pairing step to further

improve achieved user data rates.
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IV. PRELIMINARIES

First, the subband assignment in the access link is discussed
before detailing the initialization steps.

A. Subband Assignment in the Access Link

As per Eq. (3), to reach the users required rates while
achieving the objective of problem (5), the subband assignment
in the access link should take into account:
• maximizing the average channel gain between the UAV

and its users, i.e., maximizing GUAV,k,∀k in K,
• minimizing the average BI experienced by the users, i.e.,

minimizing the average channel gain between the MBS
and each user, Gk,s,∀k in K.

Since the adopted A2G channel model [27] does not consider
frequency selectivity, GUAV,k is constant ∀s ∈ S and hence
does not affect the optimization of (5) from the perspective of
subband assignment in the access link. Consequently, achiev-
ing the objective of problem (5) comes down to minimizing
the average experienced BI by minimizing the average channel
gain between the MBS and each user on its allocated subband.
Therefore, we propose to solve the following optimization
problem:

min
a

∑
k∈K

∑
s∈S

ak,sGk,s (6)

such that
∑
s∈S

ak,s = 1, ∀k ∈ K. (6a)

Problem (6) aims at finding the assignment a that minimizes
the average channel gain between users and the MBS, hence
the average BI. Constraint (6a) restricts each user to be
assigned one subband only. Being an assignment problem, (6)
can be efficiently solved using the Hungarian method [28].

Next, a method to find the 2D UAV deployment region
guaranteeing constraints (5a) and (5b) is described.

B. Finding the coverage region for each user and for the MBS

Once the subband allocation in the access link is known,
for each value of PUAV,k,s and PMBS,s, the rate requirement
in (5a) can be translated into a requirement on the maximum
tolerable path-loss. To guarantee Rk,s ≥ Rreq

k , from (3), the
channel gain between the UAV and user k, G2

UAV,k must
satisfy:

G2
UAV,k ≥

(
2

R
req
k

Bc − 1

)
N0Bc + bsPMBS,sG

2
k,s

PUAV,k,s
. (7)

By noting that G2
UAV,k = 10−L(H,rk)/10, the path-loss expe-

rienced by user k, L(H, rk), should satisfy:

L(H, rk) ≤ Lth
k =

− 10 log10

{(
2

R
req
k

Bc − 1

)
N0Bc + bsPMBS,sG

2
k,s

PUAV,k,s

}
,

(8)

where Lth
k is the maximum tolerable path-loss by user k to

reach Rreq
k . In other words, user k meets its rate requirement

if its experienced path-loss L(H, rk) is less than or equal to
the maximum tolerable path-loss Lth

k . For a given UAV altitude

H , let Ck(H) be the maximum 2D distance between the UAV
and user k guaranteeing Rreq

k , i.e., Ck(H) = r|L(H,r)=L
th
k
.

From Eq. (2), for a given value of H , if the UAV is located at
a distance Ck(H) from user k, the latter experiences a constant
path loss Lth

k . Moreover, if the UAV is located at a distance
r ≤ Ck(H) from user k, the latter experiences a path loss
L(H, r) ≤ Lth

k . Hence, from the perspective of user k, its rate
requirement is met if the UAV is positioned inside the circular
disk having user k as center and Ck(H) as radius. It was
shown in [5] that, for a fixed maximum path-loss, the coverage
radius of the UAV as a function of H has one optimum
point only which corresponds to the largest coverage radius.
In this work, we propose to make use of the inverse relation
which equally holds, since the channel between the UAV and
the users is assumed symmetrical. In other words, from the
perspective of user k, the coverage radius Ck(H) has one
maximum value denoted as Ck. Hence, finding the maximum
value of Ck(H) consists in finding the optimal altitude that
results in the maximum coverage radius Ck. It was also shown
in [5], [6] that finding the optimal altitude consists in solving
∂θ
∂H = 0 and that θopt which achieves the optimum Ck depends
only on the considered environments. For the suburban, urban
and dense-urban environments, θopt = 20.34◦, 42.44◦, 54.62◦

respectively.
Having θopt, Ck can be found using (2) as follows:

Ck = cos(θopt)× 10L
th
k/20 × 10−D/20 = E × 10L

th
k/20, (9)

where D = A
1+α exp(−β(180θopt/π−α)) +B and E = cos(θopt)×

10−D/20.
We propose to associate every user k with a 2D coverage

region of radius Ck (Cf. Fig. 1) that guarantees its rate
requirement, given the power values in the access and backhaul
links. Let Dk be the disk centered at user k and of radius
Ck. It should be noted that Ck will only be used to find the
acceptable 2D deployment region for the UAV where all users
can be served simultaneously.

Similarly, when considering the backhaul link, the UAV
should be positioned in a region where it is able to receive
the required backhaul rate from the MBS. Let SBH be the
value of the total number of backhaul subbands. To meet the
required backhaul rate, from (4), the path-loss between the
UAV and the MBS should satisfy:

L(H, rMBS) ≤Lth
SBH

= −10 log10

{(
2RUAV,s/Bc − 1

)
×

N0Bc + CSI
∑
k∈K PUAV,k,s

PMBS,s

}
.

(10)

Note that (10) depends on the value of the total number of
backhaul subbands, SBH , through both RUAV,s and PMBS,s,
the rate and the power allocated by the MBS to each subband
used in the backhaul link, respectively.

As in the users case, the maximum coverage region of the
MBS satisfying the backhaul path-loss requirement is found
using (9) after replacing Lth

k with Lth
SBH

. Being a function
of the number of backhaul subbands, the maximum coverage
radius of the MBS is denoted by CMBS,SBH

. Let DMBS,SBH
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be the disk centered at the MBS with CMBS,SBH
as radius.

Having found the 2D region guaranteeing (5a) for each user
and (5b) in the backhaul link, a feasibility test that checks if
the available UAV power is sufficient for guaranteeing the in-
tersection of the different coverage regions is performed next.
If positive, the number of backhaul subbands minimizing the
needed UAV power when accounting for the BI is then found.
In the opposite case, problem (5) is still solved while initially
relaxing constraint (5c). After finding the UAV position, a
subsequent NOMA pairing step is then performed to maximize
the achieved rates while enforcing back (5c).

C. Feasibility Test

The feasibility test that checks if Pmax
UAV is sufficient to guar-

antee (5a) is done when considering that none of the subbands
is used in the backhaul link, i.e., bs = 0, ∀s ∈ S. If the test is
negative without considering any BI, the system is infeasible
under any combination of used backhaul subbands because of
the added interference. A negative feasibility test means that
the current rate requirements cannot be met simultaneously
with the available UAV power.

Let sk be the subband assigned to user k. When replacing
Lth
k in (9) by its expression from (8), and by noting that

10L
th/20
k =

√
PUAV,k,s√(

2R
req
k

/Bc−1
)
N0Bc

in the absence of BI, Ck can

be formulated as:

Ck =
E ×

√
PUAV,k,sk√(

2R
req
k /Bc − 1

)
N0Bc

. (11)

For the problem to be feasible, a set of access power val-
ues PUAV , that guarantees the intersection of the different
user coverage regions and satisfies the UAV power budget,
i.e., constraint (5c), must be found. Therefore, the following
optimization problem is formulated:

min
PUAV

∑
k∈K

PUAV,k,sk (12)

such that
⋂
k∈K

Dk 6= ∅. (12a)

Constraint (12a) ensures that the coverage disk of each user
intersects with the coverage disks of all other users. In other
words, (12a) ensures the existence of a space region where,
if positioned, the UAV can simultaneously guarantee the rate
requirements of all users. Note that the MBS coverage region
is not taken into account in (12) since the feasibility test is
performed while considering that bs = 0, ∀s ∈ S.

To account for (12a), Helly’s theorem [29] can be used:
given M convex sets of dimension n, if the intersection of
every (n + 1) combination of the M sets is non empty, so
is the intersection of all M sets. Although the solution using
Helly’s theorem is precise, the execution time is in the order of
O(M3). Therefore, a less computationally demanding solution
is presented next.

First, we note that the joint intersection of all coverage disks
is non empty if we can find at least one point that belongs to

all disks. Therefore, (12) is reformulated as follows:

min
PUAV ,o

∑
k∈K

PUAV,k,sk (13)

such that dk,o ≤ Ck, ∀k ∈ K, (13a)

where o is the intersection point in 2D space and Ck, the
coverage radius of user k, is expressed in terms of PUAV,k,sk
using (11). Constraint (13a) ensures that o belongs to all K
disks by enforcing the distance between each user k and o,
dk,o, to be less than the circle radius of user k. Hence, (13a)
guarantees the intersection of all K disks.

A solution for problem (13) can always be found, since the
UAV power constraint is not enforced at this stage. Moreover,
(13) is a convex optimization problem since it involves a
linear objective function and convex inequality constraints. By
writing the Lagrangian and solving the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions, the power values in the access link, P ∗

UAV ,
and the 2D coordinates of the intersection point o, (xo, yo),
can be found according to:

xo =

∑
k τkxk∑
k τk

, (14)

yo =

∑
k τkyk∑
k τk

, (15)

P ∗UAV,k,sk = τk

[
(xk − xo)

2
+ (yk − yo)

2
]
, (16)

where τk =
(

2R
req
k /Bc − 1

)
N0Bc/E

2.

If P ∗
UAV satisfies the UAV power budget, problem (5)

is feasible. In the opposite case, problem (5) is still solved
according to the technique detailed in the next Section. How-
ever, constraint (5c) is relaxed. Additional steps are then
performed to re-enforce the UAV power budget constraint
while enhancing system performance. These additional steps
are detailed in Section VI.

D. Initialization of the Access Power Values

As a result of solving (13), when (5) is feasible, the power
values P ∗

UAV result in an intersection region of all coverage
disks that is just a point in the 2D space. Indeed, in order
to achieve the objective of problem (13), the smallest power
values satisfying the constraint in (13a) are found. Therefore,
for at least two coverage disks, the intersection is just a point.

To maximize the intersection region, the initial power values
must be increased as much as possible so that the smallest
pairwise intersection is maximized. Indeed, it is clear from
(8) that an increase of PUAV,k,s results in an increase of Lth

k

and therefore in Ck. Put differently, for the two disks with the
smallest intersection, their radii, hence the associated power
values, are recomputed to increase the intersection. Therefore,
the following optimization problem is solved:

max
PUAV

min
k,k′∈K

{(Ck + Ck′)− dk,k′} (17)
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such that PUAV,k,sk ≥ P ∗UAV,k,sk , ∀k ∈ K, (17a)∑
k∈K

PUAV,k,sk = Pmax
UAV . (17b)

In (17), dk,k′ is the 2D distance between users k and k′ (Cf.
Fig. 1). Constraint (17a) ensures the updated power variables
are at least equal to the ones found by the solution of (13),
therefore preserving the intersection point found by (13).

Problem (17) is convex since it involves the minimization of
the maximum of multiple convex functions. Hence, it can be
solved efficiently to find the initial power values P i

UAV . When
the feasibility test (13) is negative, the minimum required
power in the access link, computed by (13), exceeds the UAV
power budget. In this case, the values of P i

UAV are set to the
same values of P ∗UAV found by the solution of problem (13).

E. MBS Coverage Radius

In this section, the maximum MBS coverage radius for each
potential number of subbands SBH is found.

To avoid the backhaul subband assignment step at this
stage of the solution, for each potential number of subbands
SBH , equal power and rate repartition in the backhaul link
are assumed. Note that this assumption is done in order to
initialize the MBS coverage radius for each value of SBH ,
and will be relaxed at later stages of the algorithm. With this
assumption, the following observation is made.

Proposition 1. If PMBS,s and RUAV,s are constant ∀s ∈ S ,
the path-loss threshold Lth

SBH
in (10) decreases (i.e. becomes

more strict) when the power in the access link increases.

Following Proposition 1, the minimum value of the required
path-loss Lth

SBH
is achieved when the access power value is

the largest. Therefore, to compute Lth
SBH

, the highest value of
P iUAV,k,s, found from (17), is used:

Lth
SBH

=− 10 log10

{(
2

Rreq
SBH×Bc − 1

)
×

N0Bc + CSI ×maxs(
∑
k P

i
UAV,k,s)

Pmax
MBS/SBH

}
,

(18)

where Rreq =
∑
k R

req
k .

By considering this worst case situation, the strictest re-
quired path-loss from (10) is accounted for. Then, the MBS
coverage radius for SBH backhaul subbands, CMBS,SBH

, is
found from (9) after replacing Lth

k with Lth
SBH

. With Lth
SBH

being the minimum value of the required path-loss, the com-
puted CMBS,SBH

is also the smallest achievable value of the
MBS coverage radius. Hence, CMBS,SBH

is guaranteed under
any assignment of backhaul subbands.

Proposition 2. As shown in Appendix A, CMBS,SBH
is an

increasing function of SBH .

With the increase of SBH and Lth
SBH

, CMBS,SBH
increases

to the point where the MBS coverage region encompasses the
coverage regions of all users, when using the whole MBS
power budget. However, an optimization problem that aims at
minimizing the UAV transmit power is expected to position

the UAV at a position that is close to the MBS and users at
once. In other words, the UAV location should not be very far
from the MBS since it would logically require more backhaul
power to reach its backhaul rate requirement. This translates
into more BI at the user side, which in its turn increases the
needed UAV power to guarantee the access rate requirements.
Hence, the following observation is made.

Proposition 3. The maximum needed backhaul coverage
radius, CMBS,max (Cf. Fig. 1), is given by the distance between
the MBS and the user farthest from it.

Consequently, when CMBS,SBH
, is larger than the maxi-

mum needed CMBS,max, it is replaced by CMBS,max.
When finding the MBS coverage radius in this way, the

needed MBS power is ensured to respect the MBS power bud-
get. In fact, for small values of SBH resulting in CMBS,SBH

<
CMBS,max, the needed power is the whole MBS power bud-
get divided equally between the SBH subbands. However,
when SBH increases and results in substituting CMBS,SBH

with CMBS,max, the needed backhaul power is reduced with
respect to the budget Pmax

MBS . Therefore, the needed MBS
power, P needed

MBS , always satisfies the MBS power budget, i.e.,
P needed
MBS ≤ Pmax

MBS .

V. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. Finding the minimum number of required backhaul sub-
bands

To ensure that the UAV can provide the access rate to its
users while meeting its backhaul rate requirement, it must
be positioned in the intersection of the coverage region of
all users and the coverage region of the MBS. The latter
depends on SBH . When SBH is small, the required data
rate per subband, RUAV,s, is naturally large. This causes the
maximum tolerable path-loss Lth

SBH
, given in (10), to be small,

resulting in a narrow MBS coverage radius. On the other
hand, if all subbands are used in the backhaul link, the MBS
coverage radius becomes large. However, for some users with
high rate requirements, the added BI shrinks their coverage
regions. This could result in an impossibility to serve all
users simultaneously. Therefore, the number and the choice
of backhaul subbands should be optimized.

To find the number of backhaul subbands that results in
the minimum needed UAV power, for each potential value of
SBH , i.e., for SBH = {1, . . . , S}, the corresponding backhaul
subbands must be chosen, and the needed UAV power must be
found. However, to reduce the number of backhaul subbands
values to be tested, the following observation is made.

Proposition 4. The largest simultaneous coverage region for
the users, Dmax

int , is achieved when none of the subbands is
used in the backhaul link, i.e., when bs = 0,∀s ∈ S.

Proof. Let Dint be the simultaneous coverage region when a
subband s is used in the backhaul link and let k be the user
scheduled on s. According to (8), Lth

k decreases when the BI
increases. Hence, the coverage region of k becomes smaller
when its allocated subband is used in the backhaul link, in
comparison to the opposite case. Therefore, the simultaneous
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coverage region Dint is smaller than Dmax
int , when one or more

subbands are used in the backhaul link. �

Following Proposition 4, any MBS coverage region that
does not intersect with Dmax

int does not intersect with the
simultaneous user coverage region that accounts for BI. Let
(x0, y0) ∈ Dmax

int be the closest point in 2D space to the
MBS, i.e., (x0, y0) = argmin

(x,y)∈Dmax
int

√
x2 + y2. In order to have an

intersection with Dmax
int , the MBS coverage radius must satisfy:

CMBS,SBH
≥ CMBS,min =

√
x02 + y02. (19)

The minimum value of the number of backhaul subbands,
SBH,min, satisfies condition (19) and is found using bisection
search.

Having found SBH,min and the total backhaul power needed
for every potential value of SBH , we now turn our attention
to the choice of these subbands.

B. Deciding on the number and choice of backhaul subbands

When finding the required MBS path-loss and maximum
MBS coverage radius in section IV-E, the maximum power
value in the access link was taken without considering BI.
Hence, the value of SBH,min was found while considering
maximum SI but in the absence of BI. When accounting
for the BI, the coverage regions of users decrease in size.
Therefore, it is not guaranteed that all subbands numbers in
the set Sposs

BH = {SBH,min, . . . , S} ensure that the coverage
regions of users intersect with the one of the MBS on one
hand, and with each other on the other, while respecting the
UAV power budget. Hence, we introduce, in this subsection,
an algorithm to find the value of SBH that results in the best
performance.

Starting from the case where all subbands are used in the
backhaul link, i.e., SBH = S, problem (20) is solved to find
the needed backhaul power per subband:

min
PMBS

∑
s∈SSBH

PSBH

MBS,s (20)

such that
∑

s∈SSBH

RUAV,s = Rreq. (20a)

In (20a), SSBH
is the set of subbands used in the backhaul

link when the total number of backhaul subbands is SBH and
RUAV,s is given by Eq. (4) while considering the initial access
power values found in section IV-D. In addition, at this point,
the UAV is assumed to be positioned at the maximum tolerable
distance from the MBS. In other words, the distance between
the UAV and the MBS is equal to the MBS coverage radius
CMBS,SBH

.
Finding the Lagrangian of (20) and setting it to zero yields:

PSBH

MBS,s =
λ

log(2)
−
N0Bc + CSI

∑
k P

i
UAV,k,s

10
−Lth

SBH
/10

, (21)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier given by:

λ = 2

1
SBH

Rreq
Bc
−

∑
s∈SSBH

log2

(
10
−Lth

SBH
/10

log(2)(N0Bc+CSI
∑

k Pi
UAV,k,s)

)
.

(22)

The MBS power values resulting from (21) are found while
using the access power values P i

UAV which do not account
for the BI. Therefore, at this stage, the access power values
accounting for the BI are re-calculated in a similar manner to
that in section IV-C: The maximum coverage radius for user
k is given by (9). However, the path-loss thresholds must be
modified to account for the BI. For this purpose, in this section,
equation (11) is substituted with the following expression:

Ck,SBH
=

E ×
√
PUAV,k,sk√(

2R
req
k /Bc − 1

)
(N0Bc +G2

k,sk
PSBH

MBS,sk
)

.

(23)
To find the access power needed for SBH backhaul sub-

bands, the following convex optimization problem is solved:

min
P

SBH
UAV ,o

∑
k∈K

PSBH

UAV,k,sk
(24)

such that dk,o ≤ Ck,SBH
, ∀k ∈ K, (24a)

dMBS,o ≤ CMBS,SBH
. (24b)

(24) is a generalization of (13) that accounts for the BI.
Constraint (24b) ensures the joint intersection of the MBS
coverage region and the coverage region of each user.

Being mutually dependent, problems (20) and (24) are
repeatedly solved until convergence, i.e., until the change in
the values of PSBH

MBS and PSBH

UAV , between two successive
iterations, becomes negligible.

Having found the final value for the power PSBH

UAV for SBH
subbands, in order to test the smaller value (SBH − 1), the
subband sh requiring the highest access power is removed
from the backhaul subband pool before proceeding with the
same described method.

These steps are summarized in Algorithm 1. The value of
SBH requiring the minimum access power, SfBH , is retained.
In case the total access power is smaller than Pmax

UAV , to
maximize the intersection region, problem (17) is solved for
the retained value, SfBH . Algorithm 1 also yields the backhaul
subband assignment b and the intersection region XSf

BH
. In

the opposite case, i.e., when the total needed access power
is larger than Pmax

UAV , the intersection region is chosen as the
coverage disk of the MBS to guarantee the backhaul constraint.
The complexity of Algorithm 1 stems from solving the convex
problems (17), (20) and (24). While a closed form solution is
found for (20) with a complexity in the order of O(S), (17)
and (24) are solved using the interior point method, having
O(S2.5) as complexity [30]. Moreover, problem (17) is solved
for the retained value of SBH requiring the minimum needed
power, SfBH , while (20) and (24) are solved for all values of
SBH ∈ Sposs

BH . Since |Sposs
BH | ≤ S, the complexity of Algorithm

1 is hence upper bounded by O(S3.5).

C. Finding the optimal UAV position and the final power levels

To minimize the UAV transmit power, problem (5) is
reformulated as follows:

min
PUAV ,PMBS ,

zUAV

∑
k∈K

∑
s∈S

ak,sPUAV,k,s (25)
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Algorithm 1 Deciding on the number and choice of backhaul
subbands
Output: Sf

BH , b
Initialization: SBH = S,SSBH = {1, . . . , S}

1: for SBH = S → SBH,min do
Repeat:

2: Solve problem (20) to find the backhaul power PSBH
MBS

3: Solve problem (24) to find the access power PSBH
UAV

Until Convergence
4: sh = argmax

s∈SSBH

PSBH
UAV,k,s, SSBH−1 = SSBH \ {sh}

5: end for
6: Sf

BH = argmin
SBH∈S

poss
BH

∑
s∈S

∑
k∈K

PSBH
UAV,k,s

b(s) = 1, ∀s ∈ S
S
f
BH

7: if
∑

P
S
f
BH

UAV,k,s ≤ Pmax
UAV then

8: Solve problem (17) to find the power values in the access link,

P
S

f
BH

UAV , that maximize the intersection region
X

S
f
BH
← intersection region for Sf

BH

9: else
10: X

S
f
BH

= D
MBS,S

f
BH

11: end if

such that
∑
s∈S

ak,sRk,s = Rreq
k , ∀k ∈ K, (25a)∑

k∈K

∑
s∈S

ak,sRk,s ≤
∑
s∈S

bsRUAV,s, (25b)∑
s∈S

bsPMBS,s ≤ Pmax
MBS , (25c)

Hmin ≤ H ≤ Hmax, (25d)
(xUAV , yUAV ) ∈ XSf

BH
. (25e)

Constraint (25e) states that the 2D position of the UAV should
be in the simultaneous coverage region of the users and the
MBS.

To minimize the needed access power, the BI should be
minimized while meeting the backhaul rate requirement. To
this end, the constraint (25b) should be met with equality.

From (3), PUAV,k,sk satisfying (25a) for each user k is:

PUAV,k,sk = A1(k)
(
N0Bc + askPMBS,skG

2
k,sk

)
/G2

UAV,k,
(26)

where A1(k) =
(

2R
req
k /Bc − 1

)
and PMBS,sk is the backhaul

power used by the MBS to meet RUAV,sk given by:

PMBS,sk =

(
2

RUAV,sk
Bc − 1

)
N0Bc + CSIPUAV,k,sk

G2
UAV,MBS

. (27)

Note that in (26) and (27), the actual value of the elevation
angle is used for the calculation of the channel gains G, i.e.,
the elevation angle of user k and that of the MBS are given
by: θk = arctan (H/rk) and θMBS = arctan (H/rMBS),
respectively.

After replacing (27) in (26), PUAV,k,sk can be expressed as:

PUAV,k,sk =
A1(k)N0Bc{G2

UAV,MBS + askA2(sk)G
2
k,sk
}

G2
UAV,MBSG

2
UAV,k − askG

2
k,sk

A1(k)A2(sk)CSI
,

(28)
where A2(sk) =

(
2RUAV,sk

/Bc − 1
)
.

Although A1 is known for all users, A2 is not since it

depends on the backhaul rate per subband which, in its turn,
depends on the power in the backhaul and access links. There-
fore, solving (25) consists of solving the following equivalent
problem:

min
zUAV ,A2

∑
k∈K

PUAV,k,sk (29)

such that
∑
k∈K

∑
s∈S

ak,sRk,s =
∑
s∈S

bsRUAV,s, (29a)∑
s∈S

bsPMBS,s ≤ Pmax
MBS , (29b)

Hmin ≤ H ≤ Hmax, (29c)
(xUAV , yUAV ) ∈ XSf

BH
, (29d)

where PUAV,k,sk is given by (28).
The solution of (29) is obtained iteratively. At the first

iteration, A2 is initialized with an equal rate repartition in the

backhaul link, leading to A2(sk) =

(
2

Rreq

S
f
BH

Bc − 1

)
,∀sk ∈

S such that b(sk) = 1. With A2 known, (29) is solved
numerically for the UAV position. Then, with the computed
position, the values of A2 minimizing the UAV transmit
power are found. The two steps are iterated until convergence,
reached when the change in the values of zUAV and A2,
between two consecutive iterations, becomes negligible. Upon
convergence, the power values in the backhaul and access links
are computed according to (27) and (28), respectively. The
complexity of solving (29) is upper bounded by O(S2.5) [30].

It should be noted that, in practice, once the UAV has been
positioned, it can exchange the channel state information with
its users and with the MBS. Hence, in reality, the final power
values can be calculated with the actual channel state values
instead of the mean channel state obtained by the probabilistic
path loss model. It should also be noted that finding the UAV
position by solving problem (29) and enforcing the horizontal
position of the UAV to be in the intersection region of the
coverage disks of all users as in constraint (29d) does not
guarantee that the power needed by the UAV is lower than
its power budget with probability one. In fact, it may not be
possible to find a value of the UAV altitude H simultaneously
guaranteeing the rate requirements of all users. In that case,
the actual achieved elevation angles differ significantly from
the optimal value θopt, leading to a higher needed power. If that
should happen, the technique introduced next, in Section VI,
is employed to maximize the achieved rates while respecting
the UAV power budget.

VI. CASE WHERE THE RATE REQUIREMENTS CANNOT BE
MET WITH P MAX

UAV

If the user rate requirements are very high, the UAV power
budget might not be enough to ensure them. In this case, either
the feasibility test in (13) fails to find power values respecting
the UAV budget, or Algorithm 1 fails to find a value of SBH
respecting this budget. Moreover, in a small percentage of the
cases, a value of the UAV altitude simultaneously guaranteeing
the user rate requirements might not be achievable. If that
should happen, the UAV position and the power values are
still found according to the analysis of Section V-C. However,
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the solution of (29) violates constraint (5c). Therefore, addi-
tional steps, described hereinafter, are performed to enhance
user satisfaction: After finding the maximum achievable user
rates with the UAV power budget, a NOMA pairing step is
conducted to increase, to the extent of the possible, the rates
of users not yet reaching their target value.

A. Finding the Maximum Achievable Rates with Pmax
UAV

To find the maximum achievable rates respecting the UAV
power budget, problem (30) is formulated:

max
PUAV

∑
k∈K

Rk,sk (30)

such that
∑
k∈K

PUAV,k,sk ≤ Pmax
UAV , (30a)∑

k∈K

PMBS,sk ≤ Pmax
MBS , (30b)

Rk,sk ≤ R
req
k , ∀ k ∈ K, (30c)

where Rk,sk is the rate of user k over its assigned subband
sk, given by Eq. (3). Constraint (30c) ensures that none of the
users exceed their rate requirement. The power value PMBS,sk

is expressed using (27), with the value of RUAV,sk found by
the solution of problem (29). Problem (30) is convex, hence
can be solved efficiently by the interior point method.

B. Finding the Candidate Subbands for NOMA Pairing

The solution of (30) yields the data rates that users can
obtain from orthogonal multiple access (OMA) scheduling. To
bring users closer to their requested rates, a NOMA pairing
step is conducted to use the allocated power of unsatisfied
users more efficiently.

1) NOMA Basics: With NOMA, the signals of up to Nn
users are superposed and transmitted over subband n. This
multiplexing results in co-channel interference between the
collocated users. Hence, user j, scheduled over n, performs
SIC to remove the interference of some of the other collocated
users before demodulating its own signal. The achievable rate
in this case can be written as:

Rj,n = Bc log2

(
1 +

PUAV,j,nG
2
UAV,j

Ij,n + bnPMBS,nG2
j,n +N0Bc

)
,

(31)
where Ij,n =

∑
k∈Ij,n

PUAV,k,nG
2
UAV,j represents the co-

channel interference experienced by user j from users in
the set Ij,n, i.e., from users whose interference could not
be removed. Because of the complexity resulting from SIC
decoding, the maximum value of Nn is restricted to 2, ∀n ∈ S.
When bn = 1, due to the presence of the BI (second term in
the denominator of (31)), user j, called first user, can remove
the interference of the other user k collocated on n, if their
channel gains verify the following condition, proved in [31]:

GUAV,kGj,n < GUAV,jGk,n. (32)

User k, called second user, decodes its signal directly while
considering the signal of the first user j as noise.

To guarantee SIC stability [19], [32], i.e., successful decod-
ing at the level of user j, the signal of user k must be received

at user j with an amount of power superior to that of j, added
to the BI power at j. Indeed, as shown in [33], in case this
power condition is not satisfied, the users outage probabilities
will always be one. This condition is written as [31]:

PUAV,k,sk > PUAV,j,n + PMBS,nG
2
j,n/G

2
UAV,j . (33)

When bn = 0, conditions (32) and (33) become respectively
(34) and (35) as in the classical NOMA case [19], [32]:

GUAV,k < GUAV,j , (34)

PUAV,k,sk > PUAV,j,n. (35)

2) Determining the eligible subbands for each user: The
set of users being considered for NOMA pairing, KNOMA,
consists of users that have not achieved their requested data
rates, i.e., KNOMA = {k ∈ K, |Rk < Rreq

k }. The set of
subbands considered for NOMA pairing, SNOMA, consists
of subbands belonging to users having achieved their required
data rates, i.e., SNOMA = {s ∈ S| ak,s = 1, Rk = Rreq

k }.
To bring users closer to their requested data rates, the power
allocated to user k ∈ KNOMA is divided between its originally
allocated subband sk and a subband n on which k can be
NOMA paired in a way to increase its throughput. To avoid
penalizing users having achieved their rate requirements and to
avoid having a chain of power modifications on each subband
n considered for NOMA pairing, we make the following
assumptions:

1) unsatisfied users are paired as second users via NOMA,
2) the access power of the user already scheduled on n (i.e.,

first user) is kept constant after pairing,
3) the backhaul power on subband n is kept constant.

Assumption 1 ensures that the satisfied first user, initially
scheduled on n, performs SIC in order to decode its message
without the interference from the newly paired NOMA user.
Together with assumptions 2 and 3, assumption 1 guarantees
that the rate of the initially scheduled user is not penalized.

Let k be an unsatisfied user initially scheduled as OMA
user on subband sk. Among SNOMA, k can be scheduled via
NOMA on a subset of subbands, denoted by SkNOMA. Let
n ∈ SkNOMA and let j be the user already scheduled on n.
Subband n should satisfy the following conditions:

1) (34) when bn = 0 or (32) when bn = 1,
2) (35) when bn = 0, or (33) when bn = 1,
3) scheduling user k on n ∈ SkNOMA can increase its

achieved data rate,
4) scheduling user k on n ∈ SkNOMA does not penalize the

backhaul rate already achieved on subbands n and sk.

While finding subbands ensuring conditions 1 and 2 is straight-
forward, to guarantee the conditions 3 and 4, the following
problem is solved:

min
R′k,sk

,R′k,n

P ′UAV,k,sk + P ′UAV,k,n (36)
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such that R′k,sk +R′k,n = Rk,sk , (36a)

P ′UAV,k,n > P ′UAV,j,n if bn = 0 or

P ′UAV,k,n > PUAV,j,n + PMBS,nG
2
j,n/G

2
UAV,j

if bn = 1, (36b)
P ′MBS,sk

≤ PMBS,sk , (36c)

R′UAV,sk +R′UAV,n = RUAV,sk +RUAV,n. (36d)

In (36), P ′UAV,k,sk and P ′UAV,k,n are the power values relative
to the signal of user k on subbands sk and n respectively
whereas R′k,sk(R′k,n resp.) is the updated rate of user k on
sk (n resp.). Constraint (36c) guarantees that P ′MBS,sk

, the
updated backhaul power on sk, does not exceed its initial value
PMBS,sk . Constraint (36d) guarantees that the sum backhaul
rate on sk and n remains constant, R′UAV,skand R′UAV,n being
the updated backhaul rates on sk and n, respectively.

Solving (36) yields the minimum power values necessary
to ensure the achievable rate of user k (found by (30)), when
paired over subband n as second user. If this solution satisfies
∆P = PUAV,k,sk −

(
P ′UAV,k,sk + P ′UAV,k,n

)
≥ 0, user k can

use the excess power ∆P to increase its achieved rate. To
solve (36), the cases where subband n is used in the backhaul
link or not, are discussed separately in Appendix B.

C. NOMA Pairing and Power Optimization

In this section, the assignment of unsatisfied users to the
candidate subbands, as well as the power optimization subse-
quent to pairing are discussed.

To conduct the NOMA pairing step, a metric M(k, n)
is associated with each pair

(
k ∈ KNOMA, n ∈ SkNOMA

)
,

depending on whether n is used in the backhaul link or not.

M(k, n) =


PUAV,j,nG

2
UAV,k+PMBS,nG

2
k,n

G2
UAV,k

, if bn = 1,

−G2
UAV,k, otherwise.

(37)
In the case where bn = 1, M(k, n) reflects the BI as well as
the NOMA interference suffered by user k (Cf. Eq. (31)), if
paired on subband n. If bn = 0, the metric takes into account
only the channel gain of user k. By minimizing M(k, n), the
achieved rate is maximized by minimizing the interference
when bn = 1 and by maximizing the channel gain of the
paired user when bn = 0.

Once this metric is calculated, the Hungarian algorithm is
used to find the NOMA assignment of unsatisfied users to
candidate subbands. Then, the following optimization problem
is solved for each paired user separately, to find the new power
values and deduce the achieved user rate:

max
P ′UAV,k,sk

,

P ′UAV,k,n

R′k,sk +R′k,n (38)

such that P ′UAV,k,sk + P ′UAV,k,n ≤ PUAV,k,sk , (38a)

P ′UAV,k,n > P ′UAV,j,n if bn = 0 or

P ′UAV,k,n > PUAV,j,n + PMBS,nG
2
j,n/G

2
UAV,j

if bn = 1, (38b)
P ′MBS,sk

≤ PMBS,sk , (38c)

Start

Solve problem (6) to find
the subband assignment

in the access link

Solve the feasibility
test in (13)

Solve problem (17)
to find the initial

UAV power values

Find the MBS
coverage radius for
each SBH value

Find the minimum
number of backhaul
subbands Smin,BH

Using Algorithm 1,
find the final number of
backhaul subbands Sf

BH

By solving (29), find
the 3D position of the
UAV and the power
values in the access
and backhaul links

∑
s PUAV,s > Pmax

UAV ?

Using Algorithm 2,
perform NOMA pairing
to maximize user rates

while respecting Pmax
UAV

End

No
Yes

Fig. 2: Flow chart of the proposed method.

R′UAV,sk +R′UAV,n = RUAV,sk +RUAV,n. (38d)

R′k,sk +R′k,n ≤ R
req
k . (38e)

Problem (38) divides the total power allocated to user k,
PUAV,k,sk , between subbands sk and n, to maximize its
achieved rate.

The steps described in section VI-C are repeated until
either all users are satisfied, or no more NOMA pairings can
take place. The following algorithm summarizes the additional
steps described in section VI:

Algorithm 2 NOMA pairing to maximize the achieved rates
Output: PUAV ,PMBS ,Rk,RUAV

1: Solve problem (30) to find the maximum achievable rates in an
OMA setting with the current power budget

2: For unsatisfied users, find the candidate subbands for NOMA
pairing, by solving (36) for each subband n ∈ SNOMA

Repeat:
3: Find the assignment of second users to candidate subbands using

the Hungarian algorithm
4: Solve (38) for each paired user
5: Update the achieved rates

Until KNOMA = ∅ | Sk
NOMA = ∅, ∀ k ∈ KNOMA

The flowchart in Fig. 2 summarizes the overall proposed
method.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

Extensive simulations of the proposed framework were
conducted, where users are randomly located within a squared
urban area of size 1 Km×1 Km. The MBS is located at
the bottom left corner, as shown in Fig. 1. The simulation
parameters are listed in Table I, with the urban environment
constants set as in [27]. Users are divided into two different
QoS classes. For K = 32, the first class corresponds to rate
requirements from 4 to 4.8 Mbps and the second ranging from
9 to 9.8 Mbps.
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TABLE I: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value Range Parameter Value Range
(α, β) (9.61, 0.16) (ηL, ηNL) (1, 20) dB
fc 2 GHz BW 20 MHz

Pmax
MBS 2 to 8 W Hmin 100 m
Pmax
UAV 0.5 to 3 W Hmax 800 m

K 8, 16, 32, 64 Rreq =
∑

k R
req
k

208 to
233.6 Mbps

User-MBS 128.1 + 37.6× RMS delay
500 ns

Path Loss log10(d[Km]) spread
1/CSI 130 dB N0 -174 dBm/Hz

The method proposed in this study is denoted by
OptPInit&MinP-NOMA. The performance of a variant of
this method that does not perform the NOMA pairing step
detailed in Algorithm 2 is also shown, and is denoted by
OptPInit&MinP-OMA. For comparison, an algorithm based
on the study in [11], denoted by OBA-PSO, is also evalu-
ated. In OBA-PSO, the available frequency band is divided
orthogonally between the access and backhaul links and the 3D
placement of the UAV is conducted using the particle swarm
optimization (PSO) algorithm. In more detail, the amount of
spectrum needed to achieve the backhaul rate requirement is
first determined. Then, the remaining amount of bandwidth
is divided into K subbands, before assigning each subband to
one user. The performance of the technique formerly proposed
in [26], denoted by EqPInit&MaxIntSubAss, is also shown for
comparison. EqPInit&MaxIntSubAss also considers an IBFD
wireless backhaul system, but assumes an equal initial power
repartition on the access and backhaul subbands. Also, the
number of backhaul subbands is chosen to maximize the
simultaneous coverage region. Moreover, when the method
in [26] fails to find a solution that respects the UAV power
budget, the rate requirement of all users is gradually reduced
by the amount δR = 0.25 Mbps, until a solution is found.

A. Convergence of the Proposed Technique
First, the convergence of both the iterative method of

Algorithm 1 and problem (29) is analyzed. Fig. 3 shows the
number of needed iterations before convergence is reached in
both Algorithm 1 and problem (29).
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Fig. 3: Number of needed iterations for the convergence of (a)
problem (29), (b) Algorithm 1.

In Fig. 3a, the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the number of needed iterations for the convergence of

problem (29) is plotted for various values of K. Fig. 3a shows
that problem (29) converges within a very small number of
iterations (less than 5) for K = 8, 16, 32 and 64 users, hence,
fairly quickly. Fig. 3b plots the CDF of the number of needed
iterations before Algorithm 1 converges for various values of
K. Fig. 3b also shows that the iterative approach of Algorithm
1 converges within a very small number of iterations (less than
6) for all K values.

B. Performance of the Proposed Technique
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Fig. 4: Achieved sum rate (a), and percentage of satisfied users (b), in
terms of K for Rreq = 220 Mbps, Pmax

UAV = 1W and Pmax
MBS = 4W .

Fig. 4 compares the performance of the different methods
for K ranging between 8 and 64. It was assumed hat 75%
of the users have a sum rate requirement of 132 Mbps while
the remaining 25% have a sum rate requirement of 88 Mbps,
resulting in Rreq = 220 Mbps,∀K. Fig. 4a shows that OBA-
PSO results in the lowest achieved sum rate. In fact, because
of the spectrum division between the access and the backhaul
links, the amount of bandwidth assigned to each user is
inherently smaller than in our proposed method. Constrained
by the UAV power budget, users cannot be served with a
sufficient rate. In contrast, our proposed methods based on
IBFD wireless backhauling achieve much higher data rates.
However, EqPInit&MaxIntSubAss achieves the lowest data
rate among these methods because of the initial equal power
repartition and the reduction of data rates when Pmax

UAV is not
sufficient to satisfy user requirements. As K increases, the
achieved throughput of EqPInit&MaxIntSubAss deteriorates
because the data rate of each user is reduced by a constant
amount of δR. On the other hand, the achieved throughput
of both OptPInit&MinP-OMA and OptPInit&MinP-NOMA
increases with K because they can better exploit multi-
user diversity, with OptPInit&MinP-NOMA outperforming
its OMA counterpart. At K = 64, OptPInit&MinP-NOMA
outperforms OptPInit&MinP-OMA, EqPInit&MaxIntSubAss
and OBA-PSO by 8, 61 and 186 Mbps, respectively. When
it comes to the percentage of users having received their data
rate, Fig. 4b shows that EqPInit&MaxIntSubAss can hardly
satisfy any user. The performance of OBA-PSO is not shown
since the satisfaction percentage is 0% for all values of K.
OptPInit&MinP-NOMA achieves an average satisfaction per-
centage of 94% for K = 64, outperforming OptPInit&MinP-
OMA by almost 20%, which shows the benefit of the proposed
NOMA pairing. Note that the low value of the satisfaction
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percentage at K = 8 is due to the fact that since the number
of subbands S is equal to K, when S is too low, the amount
of BI present at the quasi-totality of subbands prevents most
users from achieving their target. Moreover, since Rreq = 220
Mbps ∀K, the rate requirement per user is higher for smaller
values of K.
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Fig. 5: Used access power in terms of K for Rreq = 220 Mbps,
Pmax
UAV = 1W and Pmax

MBS = 4W .

In Fig. 5, the needed UAV transmit power is shown in terms
of K. The power for EqPInit&MaxIntSubAss is a decreasing
function of K because the achieved rate also decreases with
K for this method. Both OptPInit&MinP-OMA and OBA-PSO
consume the total budget to maximize the achieved rate. On
the other hand, the needed power for OptPInit&MinP-NOMA
is lower than that of its OMA counterpart when K = 32 or
64 users. Hence, the NOMA pairing step is not only able to
increase the achieved data rate, but can do so while consuming
less transmit power.
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Fig. 6: Achieved sum rate (a), and percentage of satisfied users (b),
in terms of Rreq

k for K = 32, Pmax
UAV = 1W and Pmax

MBS = 4W .

Fig. 6 compares the performance of the different methods
for K = 32 users with a varying data rate requirement. The
K users are equally partitioned into 2 classes based on their
data rate requirements, shown on the x-axis of Fig. 6a and 6b.
As the target rate increases, the achieved rate of OBA-PSO
decreases as more bandwidth is needed to meet the backhaul
rate requirement. OBA-PSO is also unable to satisfy any user.
OptPInit&MinP-OMA and OptPInit&MinP-NOMA achieve
the best performance, with OptPInit&MinP-NOMA outper-
forming OptPInit&MinP-OMA and EqPInit&MaxIntSubAss
by up to 9 and 48 Mbps, respectively in terms of data rate,
and up to 45% and 98%, respectively in terms of percentage
of satisfaction.
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Fig. 7: Achieved sum rate (a), and percentage of satisfied users (b),
in terms of Pmax

UAV for K = 32 and Pmax
MBS = 4W .

Fig. 7 compares the performance of the different methods
for a varying Pmax

UAV . The number of users is K = 32, half
of which have a rate requirement of 4.4 Mbps, while the
other half requires 9.4 Mbps. Although the rate achieved by
EqPInit&MaxIntSubAss increases with Pmax

UAV , its percentage
of satisfaction remains very low. OptPInit&MinP-NOMA out-
performs the OMA version when Pmax

UAV is low, however the
gap diminishes when the latter increases as OMA scheduling
has a higher chance of satisfying all users.
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Fig. 8: Achieved sum rate (a), and percentage of satisfied users (b),
in terms of Pmax

MBS for K = 32 and Pmax
UAV = 0.5W .

Finally, Fig. 8 compares the performance of the different
methods in terms of Pmax

MBS , for K = 32 users with the same
rate requirements as in Fig. 7. The rate achieved by OBA-
PSO increases with Pmax

MBS as the amount of needed spectrum
for the backhaul link decreases, allowing users a larger band-
width. However, OBA-PSO still cannot satisfy any user. On
the other hand, the achieved rate of OptPInit&MinP-NOMA
decreases with Pmax

MBS . This is due to NOMA being less
beneficial when a higher BI, resulting from a higher Pmax

MBS ,
is experienced. Nonetheless, OptPInit&MinP-NOMA still out-
performs OptPInit&MinP-OMA, EqPInit&MaxIntSubAss and
OBA-PSO by up to 13, 50, and 217 Mbps respectively, in
terms of throughput, and by up to 33, 81, and 83% in terms
of user satisfaction.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A new technique to optimize the resource allocation and
3D placement in UAV-enabled networks while considering
the backhaul connectivity of the UAV-BS was introduced.
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Accounting for the backhaul capacity and the power budgets
of the UAV and the MBS, the proposed technique aims at
minimizing the UAV transmit power necessary to meet the
user rate requirements. It benefits from both, an in-band
full duplex wireless backhaul, and NOMA pairing to boost
system performance. The results showed that the proposed
approach significantly increases the achieved throughput and
the percentage of satisfied users, compared to the case of a
UAV-enabled network that uses separate frequency bands in
the access and backhaul links, and also towards a previously
proposed method. Moreover, the technique proposed in this
work can be easily extended to study other network settings,
such as the deployment of pico-cell BSs.

APPENDIX A

As seen from (9), the MBS coverage radius CMBS,SBH

increases when Lth
SBH

, given by (18), does. In addition, Lth
SBH

increases when the term inside the brackets in (18) decreases.
In other words, Lth

SBH
increases when (39) decreases:

F (SBH) =
(

2
Rreq

SBH×Bc − 1
)
× SBH/Pmax

MBS . (39)

The first derivative of F (SBH) with respect to SBH is:

∂F

∂SBH
=

1

Pmax
MBS

(
2

Rreq
SBH×Bc

(
1− Rreq log(2)

SBH ×Bc

)
− 1

)
.

(40)
Hence, F decreases with SBH if:

g(SBH) = 2
Rreq

SBH×Bc

(
1− Rreq log(2)

SBH ×Bc

)
< 1. (41)

The first derivative of g(SBH) with respect to SBH is:

∂g

∂SBH
=

(Rreq)2 log(2)2

(SBH)3(Bc)2
× 2

Rreq
SBH×Bc > 0, (42)

i.e., g(SBH) is strictly increasing. Moreover,
lim

SBH→∞
g(SBH) = 1. Hence, (41) is always guaranteed

and F is a decreasing function of SBH . Thus, CMBS,SBH

increases with SBH .

APPENDIX B

A. Subband n is not used in the backhaul link

In this case, constraint (36d) comes down to ensuring
R′UAV,sk = RUAV,sk . If bsk = 0, i.e., sk is not used in the
backhaul link, (36d) is automatically satisfied. On the other
hand, if bsk = 1, with the decrease of P ′UAV,k,sk resulting from
the division of P ′UAV,k,sk between subbands sk and n, the SI
experienced by the UAV on sk decreases. To keep RUAV,sk
constant, hence ensuring (36d), P ′MBS,sk

should decrease as
per Eq. (4). Therefore, constraint (36c) is always met when the
total access power allocated to user k decreases. According to
(28), P ′UAV,k,sk can be formulated as:

P ′UAV,k,sk =
(2R

′
k,sk

/Bc − 1)J1

J2 − J3(2
R′k,sk

/Bc − 1)
. (43)

where
J1 = N0Bc{G2

UAV,MBS + ak,sA2(sk)G2
k,sk
},

J2 = G2
UAV,MBSG

2
UAV,k,

J3 = ak,sG
2
k,sk

A2(sk)CSI .

From (31), when bn = 0, the power needed on subband n to
achieve a rate of R′k,n is found according to:

P ′UAV,k,n = (2R
′
k,n/Bc − 1)× J4, (44)

where J4 = N0Bc/G
2
UAV,k + PUAV,j,n.

Let (2R
′
k,sk

/Bc−1) = x. In order to ensure constraint (36a),
P ′UAV,k,n should take the following value:

P ′UAV,k,n = (
2Rk,sk

/Bc

x+ 1
− 1)J4. (45)

Then, the total needed power to achieve Rk,sk is given by:

P ′k(x) = P ′UAV,k,sk(x) + P ′UAV,k,n(x)

=
xJ1

J2 − xJ3
+ (

2Rk,sk
/Bc

x+ 1
− 1)J4.

(46)

P ′k is convex in x as ∂2P ′k
∂2x > 0. The value of x that

minimizes P ′k is found as:

x∗ =
J2
√
J42Rk,sk −

√
J1J2

J3
√
J42Rk,sk +

√
J1J2

. (47)

Having x∗, the minimum updated individual power values
on sk and n as well as the total user power are found using
(43), (45) and (46), respectively. If these power values satisfy
(36b), then n is a valid candidate. In the opposite case, xSIC ,
the value of x that enforces (36b) at equality, is found, and n
is a valid candidate if P ′k(xSIC) < PUAV,k,sk . In fact, in the
second case, we may have xSIC < x∗ (in the decreasing part
of P ′k(x)) or xSIC > x∗ (in the increasing part). But in both
cases, P ′k(xSIC) > P ′k(x∗).

B. Subband n is used in the backhaul link
The backhaul power on n is kept constant, as per as-

sumption 3. Therefore, when user k is scheduled on subband
n, the SI term in the denominator of (4) increases, leading
to R′UAV,n < RUAV,n. To ensure (36d), R′UAV,sk must be
increased with respect to RUAV,sk while respecting (36c).
Hence, in this case, R′UAV,sk is not constant, and by extension
neither is term A2(sk) in (43). In fact, from (4), R′UAV,n is
a decreasing function of P ′UAV,k,n leading to R′UAV,sk and
A2(sk) being increasing functions of P ′UAV,k,n. This leads
to a set of non-linear expressions for R′UAV,sk and R′UAV,n.
Hence, obtaining closed-form expressions of R′UAV,sk and
R′UAV,n that minimize the total needed power is cumbersome.
Therefore, (36) is solved numerically to find whether pairing
k on n can increase its total achieved rate.

It should be noted that due to the decrease of R′UAV,n, only
subbands sk, such that bsk = 1 are considered when bn = 1.
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